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Description 

A strong grasp of the fundamentals of Google Analytics has become table stakes for 
content marketing in many companies. In this session, we’ll go over the most 
important things you need to know about this powerful analytics tool, and some hacks 
for making tracking and reporting easier than ever.  

 
Key Takeaways 

1. Define Your Goals 
● Always have a goal for what you’re creating. What do you want each individual piece of 

content to do? 
● Easy to get caught up “creating for the sake of creating.” Need a bigger picture to make 

creation effort worth it.  
● Your goals depend on your size, scale and resources 
● As an individual content marketer or as a member of a content team, pick ~2 goals that 

support the business’s bottom line, and then 35 others that support those bigger 
initiatives.  

● If you’re unsure where to start: Goals related to customer acquisition and revenue are 
likely be top of mind for the rest of your org.  

 
Goal Examples 
 

● Generate sales leads 
● Increase brand awareness 
● Bring more traffic to your site (product or business discovery) 
● Convert leads into customers 
● Improve repeat behavior or engagement 
● Drive upsells  

 
Examples of 2 big goals with supporting goals 
 

1. Bring more traffic to your site 
○ Identify top 23 content channels that drive traffic (organic search, Facebook, 

guest posts, etc) 

https://twitter.com/jess_owen
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○ Identify top 23 types of content that drive traffic (whitepapers, infographics, long 

form articles, etc) 
2. Generate sales leads 

○ Identify top performing offer on your toptrafficked content to generate more 
leads (newsletter subscription, webinar signup, white paper download)  

 
2. Setting KPI’s for Your Goals 
 
Common KPIs for content marketers 

● Unique visitors  
● Total pageviews 
● Time on site 
● Bounce rate 
● Ad impressions and clicks 
● Conversions on CTA 

 
KPIs can be bucketed into a few core groups 

● Consumption 
○ Probably the most basic metric for your team, but important to know that it 

shouldn’t end there 
○ Metrics: Page views, downloads, views, bounce rate, impressions and clicks in 

ads, time on site 
● Sharing 

○ How often are people sharing your content with one another?  
○ Metrics: Social shares, email forwards 

● Lead generation 
○ Is your content generating business interest?  
○ Metrics: Newsletter sign ups, content sign ups for downloads, free trial sign ups, 

etc. 
● Sales 

○ Are you content consumers turning into customers?  
○ Many CRMs will allow you to track content consumption for business contacts 
○ Metrics: Sales, dollars, revenue, upsells 
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EXAMPLES  
 
Big goal #1: Bring more traffic to your site [Consumption] 

● KPIs for big goal:  
○ Page views  
○ Unique visitors 

 
Smaller goal to support big goal #1: 
Identify top 23 content channels that drive traffic (organic search, Facebook, guest posts, etc) 

● Measure per channel to determine:  
○ Page views [growing] 
○ Unique visitors [growing] 
○ Bounce rate [low] 

 
Smaller goal to support big goal #1: 
Identify top 23 types of content that drive traffic (whitepapers, infographics, long form, etc) 

● Measure goal conversions across content types to determine  
○ Conversion rate on various pieces of content  

 
Big goal 2: Generate sales leads [Lead generation] 
 
Smaller goal to support big goal #2:  
Identify top performing offer on your toptrafficked content to generate more leads (newsletter 
subscription, webinar signup, white paper download)  

● Run A/B tests on your top performing content with different offers and measure:  
○ Impressions on the offer (page views) 
○ Clicks on offer 
○ Conversion on offer 

● Tools like Optimizely could help you run the offer and swap out what’s show to different 
audiences. 

● If you want to hack it yourself you can swap out the offer after running it on your top 
trafficked content for 12 weeks to see how it compares.  

Note: Your timeline might need to be adjusted based on how much traffic you’re receiving.  
 
3. Nuts & Bolts in Google Analytics 
 
 
 

http://optimizely.com/
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Why Goals + KPIs matter 

● Keep you focused in what you should be looking at in GA and what you can focus on 
improving.  

● But also: Give you reason to explore the data as it relates to your larger business 
objectives.  

 
Don’t Forget 

● Don’t let your URLs wander without a tracking device 
● Nothing you promote should wind up online without a way to attribute how people come 

to your site. Because much of what we’ll talk about below relies on you having good 
tracking on your content. 

 
#1 Goals 

● This will be key to measuring the output on a lot of your work.  
● Types of goals you can track:  

○ how many people stay on your site for a minimum amount of time 
○ how many people have viewed a minimum of pages on your website 
○ * how many people reach a designated page 
○ * how many people have triggered an event (such as watching a video, 

downloading a whitepaper, signing up for a newsletter, etc) 
● When setting up goal tracking, the closer these metrics are to activities that generate 

revenue, the better! Examples of what we would want to track: 
○ Leads 
○ Trial signups 
○ Account creations 
○ Newsletter signups 
○ White paper downloads 
○ Ebook downloads 
○ Anything else that help you generate income 

● Setting up goals in GA 
○ Turn on in your admin settings and enter the selection criteria that will best 

help you track your goals.  
● How to use goals to measure your content. 

○ This graph from Hiten Shah could be a good experiment for you in GA. Look 
at your blog or content pages in the Site Behavior, measure conversion by a 
Goal you’ve set in GA to fill in this matrix. 

 
 

https://blog.kissmetrics.com/critical-goal-types/
https://blog.kissmetrics.com/critical-goal-types/
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/16uj_mss224xPQ1UoTaJNa2jNiW_XjJYVAS1xMcM_iy8/edit#slide=id.gf0c75c7a4_0_104
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Example: Converting Smarterer users to Pluralsight users 
Goal in GA: Free account sign ups.  

● Could track my campaign originating from Smarterer to Pluralsight’s GA by sorting 
traffic to a designated landing page by campaign and audience info, then see which 
of our audience types had the highest conversion to free trials. This was done 
through URL parameters.  

 
Word of caution: You only get a certain number of goals in GA for free, so be selective in 
what you set up, and make sure to coordinate with your team. 
 
#2 Funnels 
If GA Goals help you track KPIs, funnels can help paint a fuller picture for conversion 
optimization. When you’re creating a goal, you’ll have the option to add a funnel associated 
with that goal—AKA the pages someone would need to visit to get to that point. You can 
specify a whole bunch of pages that lead to that goal, and mark which are required (ex: 
thank you page) 
 
Example: A thank you page at the end of the funnel is likely required to measure if someone 
completed a goal. 
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Once your funnel is set up, you can see conversion rate for each step in your funnel + funnel 
has an overall conversion rate.  

● Shows you movement through each step of the funnel, or # of exits/people who left 
the funnel. 

● Funnel Conversion Rate = % of visits that included at least one pageview of the first 
step before at least one pageview of the goal page. 

● Gives you insight into steps in the process where your site visitors are trailing off. 
How to use this: Could you improve the content on those supporting pages? Could 
you get to the offer faster?  

 
#3 Reverse Goal Path 
Separately, Goal Paths in GA are similar to the funnel data, but don’t have all the same 
conversion features built out. Where Goal Paths feature can be helpful is in the Reverse Goal 
Path (check under Goals in GA).  

● Reverse Goal Path = Help you identify paths to conversion that you might not have 
anticipated. From there you can build out a robust funnel as you normally would in 
the Funnel settings. 

 
#4 Traffic Filters 

● Low hanging fruit: Don’t skew your reporting with your visits to your own site!  
● Create an internal traffic filter to keep reports clean of traffic from your team. 

○ Exclude your office’s IP, or your home IP, in your website profile settings. 
 

#5 Audience Segments 
GA has lots of characteristics you can select when building your audience segments:  

● Demographics – Segment your users by demographic information such as age, 
gender, language, affinity category, and location.  

● Technology – Segment your users’ visits by their operating system, browser, screen 
resolution, device, and mobile.  

○ This impacts the types of content you create or how you present your content 
● Behavior – Segment your users by how often they visit and conduct transactions 

(number of visits, days since last visit, and visit duration). 
○ Can you create content that’s most relevant to users at different stages of 

conversion? 
● Traffic Sources – Segment your users by how they found you using campaign, 

medium, source, and keyword fields [UTM tracking]. 
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Why build custom audience segments 

● Identify users who converted and ever visited your blog, or even users who came to 
your blog and then converted. 

● Monitor how your user or buyer personas are interacting with your content and site 
● Monitor traffic from social networks, search engines, and other channels of traffic to 

see which drive the best traffic. [Example: How does all your traffic from Facebook 
perform across the site?] 

● Monitor how different age groups navigate around your site. 
● Zero in on specific keywords you are targeting on AdWords. 
● Create custom segments for different campaigns you are tracking with UTM 

parameters. 
 
Example: Going back to my example of Smarterer users converting to Pluralsight, if I 
created a custom audience in Pluralsight’s GA, I could track how those visitors are doing. 
Did they convert to Pluralsight? What was their behavior like before that happened? 
 
Note: GA has a gallery of audiences you can choose from to get started, in case you’re new 
to setting this up. 
 
 
#6 Site Search 
Turn on the Site Search feature in your GA admin settings to see what people search for 
when they’re on your site. Not only gives you insight what people are searching for and 
where they go after the search, but also how they convert from search. You can use your 
internal searches to help dictate the types of content you create: 

● Are people coming to your site to find something specific?  
● Could you create relevant content for them based on this search history (if you don’t 

already have it)? 
 
 
#7 Weighted Sort 
We’re all likely familiar with bounce rate (the percentage of visitors to a particular website 
who navigate away from the site after viewing only one page). What if we could find the 
pages with the highest traffic and the highest bounce rate to identify missed conversion 
opportunities?  
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If you wanted to look at blog posts that were getting great traffic but not 
converting, you could look at your site content in GA, sort the table by Bounce Rate, and 
then choose Weighted from the Sort Type menu. 
 
The first items displayed are ones where you can start to experiment with better lead 
capture, design, etc to keep people on your site. 
 
#8 Dashboards 
Visual shortcuts to your most important data.  
 
Community-driven 
If you’re just getting started with setting up dashboards for your content marketing, check 
the starter dashboards the community has contributed. You can likely build off of those to 
create a board that best matches what you’re looking for in your content marketing 
measurement.  
 
Set-up advice 

● Move your data buckets from left to right in this flow: outcome, behavior, and 
acquisition 

● You dashboard layout allows for several columns; giving yours an obvious flow can 
help anyone get accustomed to what they’re viewing. 

 
Example: Partner acquisition marketing at Boundless 
I worked on advertising and media partnerships at Boundless. I created a dashboard in 
Google Analytics that tracked visitors coming from my partners’ domains, their behavior and 
ultimate conversion rate to evaluate which partners were providing the most value to our 
business.  
 
 
 


